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Two teens impulsively decide to rob a bank, a la Bonnie and Clyde. Quickly they find themselves in
over their heads as they are forced to take a bank full of hostages and the FBI are at the door.
Hostages include a heroin addicted Gulf War vet, the pesky bank manager, a gruff old man, a calm
bank employee, and a helpful young woman. The head FBI man must sort through the psychology of
all the participants to try to keep the events from escalating. Underlying in all of this is the pure
adolescence of the two who initiate the trouble. It´s painfully difficult to start describing what one
might think of this movie. I can´t start giving out the reasons why you should go and watch it. I´d
rather tell who shouldn´t see this movie. If you are an intellectual thing and looking for a mind
puzzling show, if you are not in favour of happy ends, if you´ve been supporting the war in Iraq, if
you don´t like the fairy tales and if you don´t like Misha Burton don´t watch this movie. If you're in
the mood for a mindless, generic, and poorly-acted film with some of the most horrible dialogue
around, "Pups" is for you. What was Burt Reynolds thinking when he signed onto this crap? There are
absolutely NO respectable performances in this movie. After about 30 minutes the "f**k you!"'s and
"shutup!"'s become painfully incessant. Now, I can see Mischa Barton as "Rocky" going places (even
though her performance consists mainly of blurting out profanities and sucking on a beer bottle)...
but other than that this film is a complete waste.

It's definitely a good thing that whoever this "Ash" is didn't tack their last name onto the credits...
because there's nothing to be proud of here. 646f9e108c 
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